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In other words, "lack of capacity" can mean both lack of qu staff and lack of direct control. Taggart's administrative str for dealing with limited capacity was to create capacity in otln organizations and manage them from the center. It was well sui OYP's capacity, in both senses of the term. But it had the wea all such strategies—it was vulnerable to variability at the pe Some external alliances worked well, because they were well org and well staff ed; other s did not. If there are too many cases latter, the System becomes difficult to manage from the center. Solutions to this problem lie either in working on a much small scale—an alternative not really available under YEDPA—or in g erating more capacity on the periphery—something that takes ti
The lack of an explicit consideration of organizational alt to the one that evolved is not unusual in federal agencies. No the executive branch specializes in thinking about alternative organize complicated undertakings. DOL and other executive act an interest in YEDPA were preoccupied with larger issues at the ning of the effort. Taggart was not the sort either to pose al natives or to stand back and wait while other s did. He did wha considered necessary: he Consolidated program operations, rese and evaluation in OYP. From Taggart's point of view this was t solution. It is not clear, however, that it was the best solut the point of view of DOL, Congress, or the executive branch. N is it clear, however, that any of the alternatives for dispersi authority among other DOL units would have worked any better, lesson is not that there was a better way to organize knowledge ment, The lesson is, rather, that the decision of how to organ an effort is probably the most important high-level executive d that cabinet-rank officials face. It merits careful analysis. not get that analysis in this instance.
Payoffs
A few conclusions about the expected payoffs of large-scale and development efforts like YEDPA follow from this analysis. is that, especially when Solutions to chronic social Problems i changes in existing institutions or the creation of new ones, o knowledge is a prior condition to the creation of scientific kn Administrators and practitioners need to know what to do, or wh differently, in the most practical sense, before they can begin in systematically different ways. Legislators need to know whe programs can be administered and whether benefits can be delive before they can make judgments about whether broader social pro can be solved. Social science methods, by themselves, do not d this knowledge. Investing in useful knowledge, then, entails i äs much in simple Information, practical intelligence, and netw< communication äs in research and evaluation. Second, there is serious danger in justifying new policies on the basis that the; increase our knowledge of how to solve chronic problems, rather merely delivering Services to constituencies and individuals. ;

